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1 INTRODUCTION

This Software Requirements Description document identifies the software requirements for the
standalone computer code module MCUTIL. MCUTIL is a Visual Basic application designed to
merge and convert Microsoft Access 97 databases. This utility is being developed to support
the Preclosure Safety Analysis (PCSA) Tool.

Analyses have been developed using version 2 of the PCSA Tool, and these analyses have
been stored in the project database. However, the PCSA Tool is being upgraded from version 2
to version 3, and version 3 of the PCSA Tool database is not compatible with the previous
version. A utility is needed to convert the version 2 project database to a version 3 project
database for use with version 3 of the PCSA Tool.

In addition, more than one person may independently develop analyses using the PCSA Tool.
A merge utility is required to store the separate analyses into a single project database.
MCUTIL will allow the user to perform these required conversion and merge functions.

2 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

MCUTIL allows the user to convert and merge Microsoft Access 97 databases. When
converting databases, the user uses the graphical user interface (GUI) to configure a rule set
specifying the necessary conversions. When merging databases, the user specifies a primary
project database and a secondary project database. All data in the secondary database is
merged into a copy of the primary database. If duplicate data is found in fields that require
unique data, MCUTIL either automatically alters the data or allows the user to manually enter
new values.

MCUTIL is being developed to meet the demands of users of the PCSA Tool but can be used to
alter any Microsoft Access 97 database.

MCUTIL can be executed by invoking the MCUTIL icon on the desktop or by selecting the
appropriate item found on the start menu.

3 TECHNICAL BASIS

Not applicable

4 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

This section covers GUI requirements, software and hardware requirements, and
software validation. MCUTIL has no special graphics requirements and does not require pre- or
post-processing.

4.1 Data Flow and User Interface

MCUTIL is a GUI application that allows the user to perform database merge and conversion
tasks. These primary functions and their associated data flows are shown on the functional
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diagram in Figure 1. The user works with the utility from one of two primary displays, either the
Merge DB form or the Convert DB form.

Control Flow: ->

Data Flow: >

Rule File

New,
Convertedi

Database File
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New, Merged
* Database File

Figure 1. Functional Diagram for MCUTIL

When converting or merging databases, the user will be able to create a new rule file or retrieve
a pre-existing rule file and edit that file, if necessary. The user will also be able to edit the rule
file using a standalone text editor, such as notepad. This rule file contains all of the commands
necessary for converting or merging databases.
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When merging databases, the user specifies the two databases that will be merged into a third
(composite or merged) database. In addition, the user will decide whether to allow the utility to
automatically rename data when conflicts exist or instead be prompted for new names.

The primary data flows shown in Figure 1 involve the retrieval of information from one or more
databases and the building of a new database. Additional data flows are represented by the
user retrieving and storing information in a rule file.

4.2 Hardware and Software Requirements

The target platform is a Windows PC based system running Windows NT 4.0 or Windows XP
with an appropriate video card. The programming language is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (SP5).

4.3 Graphics Requirements

There are no special graphics requirements.

4.4 Pre- and Post-Processors

There are no pre- or post-processors required to run the software.

4.5 Software Validation

The software will be released as version 1.0. Version 1.0 will be validated in accordance with
the Software Validation Test Plan for the Computer Code MCUTIL (Merge / Conversion Utility),
Version 1.0 by March 17, 2004.

5.0 References

There are no references.
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